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UPDATE ON “SCREEN TEST I”  (February 2008) 

 
 
In 2007, Philip Fagan III, nephew of the subject of SCREEN TEST I, 

contacted me concerning three proposed projects on his uncle: a biography, a biopic, 
and the setting up of an archive containing the artifacts related to famous persons, 
which his uncle had amassed and had intended to make public. 

 
This led to my seeing SREEN TEST I (aka PHILIP’S SCREEN TEST and, 

simply, SCREEN TEST) at MoMA for the first time since it was filmed forty-two 
years previously; to re-evaluating it; and to sitting (November ’07) for a color-filmed 
interview shot by Philip’s nephew, Philip Randolph Fagan, in the cafeteria of 
MoMA’s movie museum, its entrance on West 54th Street, NYC. 

 
I watched SCREEN TEST I in addition to HARLOT and a hitherto unseen 

3-minute roll, PHILIP AND GERARD, all in Black & White, along with the 
performer Philip Norman Fagan’s younger brother by two years, his wife, and Philip 
Randolph Fagan and his wife, Sherry.  SCREEN TEST I was restored in 2001, and, 
since it has no contractual consents, illegally copyrighted then by the Warhol 
Foundation.  Notably, Andy Warhol’s name is never mentioned in the read-aloud 
credits (by me) in the course of the film. 

 
I must say that the experience was amazing.  We tend to judge all 

entertainments (restaurants, plays, concerts, movies) by our expectations.  In 1965, 
both Andy and I anticipated a far more varied and energetic appearance by Philip; and 
Andy, at that point, was increasingly displeased with Philip’s off-screen behavior.  
Hence, both our dissatisfactions with the feature and its (unwarranted) dismissal in 
January 1965.  Seen today, and on its own terms, it is a beautiful study and must be 
welcomed into the canon of successful Warhol features. 

 
The strong lighting (most likely arranged by Billy Linich, excused by Andy 

before the shooting) comes from screen left and presents Philip’s face to intense 
advantage.  It sometimes casts his profile, when turned right, into too dark an angle 
for me – but that is to quibble.  Compared to the opii between it and VINYL, SS I is 
masterfully shot. 

 
A number of the interrogation’s obscure elements are more evident now.  

Philip always reminded me, his family and many others, of Tyrone Power in Power’s 
famous vehicles, EAST OF SUEZ, THE BLACK SWAN, THE MARK OF ZORRO, 
and BLOOD AND SAND – but most of all in the noir classic, NIGHTMARE 
ALLEY, whose yarn compels Power’s celebrated looks and charm to erode, to 
deteriorate into outright degradation and depravity.  Much against Darryl Zanuck’s 
advice and a studio-first for a big-box star, this corrosion explains my stress on the 
geek in SS I – a crucial plot-point in NIGHTMARE ALLEY.  It also partly explains, 
in addition to his prominent tattoo, why Philip continually turned my thoughts to 
death.  When I participated on a panel in Hollywood, 1994 (during a Warhol Film 
Festival Week), I remembered a more devastating title for the ambitious AGEING: 
that 3-minute daily, simultaneously shot, to-be-six-year project.  The original title was 
PHILIP DYING.  So here we have sufficient reasons for why the late performer 
instigates my anxieties over mortality throughout the touchy interrogation.  

 
 
 



According to his family, Philip was of pure Irish descent, and his having 
part Amerindian blood was romantic fantasy.  His delightful Texan accent enlivens 
SS I, and he is never absent, never synthetic.   Yet he declines to refer to his troubled 
childhood (he and his brother were alternately raised by separated parents) or to 
theorize on his recent shoplifting or the reason(s) he wanted to be punished for it (he 
was busted).  Nor does the muted film opt to make apparent that we were fond of each 
other – either to what degree or why.  

 
PHILIP AND GERARD (restored, 2001) is an unmoving heads-shot of 

Andy’s two assistants on the silk-screenings of his Poppy Flower paintings.  Philip 
Fagan is in full, left-turned profile, monopolizing circa 65% of the frame.  Just below 
the nose and to the join of his throat is so miraculously vibrant that this portion of his 
profile appears to be advancing on us.  Gerard Malanga’s front-face is positioned 
directly behind Philip’s profile, is a third hidden by it, and in softer focus.  It is a 
stunning roll. 

 
The sound on the restored HARLOT is crystal clear, and, if you ask the 

projectionist to turn it up slightly higher than usual, you can hear Andy directing the 
four performers’ every movement, down to the timing of each and every single 
movement, throughout the entire movie.  Andy did not, to my knowledge, ever do this 
again. 

 
The nephew, Philip Randolph Fagan’s 2-hour color-filmed interview of me 

in MoMA’s cafeteria (November, 2007) is an inadvertent Warhol feature in itself, one 
that might perhaps be called THE OTHER SIDE OF SCREEN TEST I (available 
through faganfilm@att.net).  If shown on a double-bill with SS I, the two films 
become a study on the subject of shooting in Black & White and color.  

 
A Black & White film invites the eye deep into the image and the image 

can therefore remain perfectly still (as Philip largely does in the second reel) and hold 
our interest indefinitely.  A color film stops the eye on the surface of the screen and 
thereinafter bounces it about the image.  If the image is not kept in continuous motion, 
the eye will become bored.  Aware of this, I sat in a corner table of the cafeteria, 
behind which was its wall-size window: giving onto a mammoth reproduction of 
Andy’s cow-head paintings, multiply repeated and wallpapering the staircase to the 
cafeteria and a lounge.  I compulsively fidget when interviewed, so I hid my finger-
chafing beneath the table, but made certain never to stop shifting my positions at, and 
over, the table, playing with the paper cups set upon it, or the pen, straws, and note 
pad.  THE OTHER SIDE is primarily devoted to discussing SS I, everything off-
camera (on SS I and THE OTHER SIDE) before it goes on to recall further matters in 
my relationship with Philip.  The cows, crossing about half the screen behind me, 
make a still and peering, dull counterpoint to my radical adjustments; and, perhaps, 
humorous deflation of my sometimes inflated responses.  The interview has amusing 
highlights when Fagan III urges me to revision, or balance, my sketch of his uncle in 
the above Intro to SS I; and when it records me attempting to circle some tough 
accusations.  I furnish a lesson in diplomacy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Gerard Malanga lunched with us before this shooting, and his account of 
Philip’s split with Andy is in dramatic variance with Andy’s report to me in February 
1965.  Gerard states that Andy had bought three overnight (non-sleeping) train tickets 
to Toronto for March of that year, where and when the Poppy Flowers were to have 
their formal opening.  He says that Philip insisted that only he and Andy should go, 
and that when Andy turned thumbs down on this, Philip threw his belongings into a 
valise and left without further argument.  

 
Tracking Philip following that, today, is again in critical variance with what 

I say in my Intro (written in early 1996) – derived from how Andy chose to fashion it 
for me in the spring, summer, and fall of 1965.  Andy’s sketchy references may also 
have arisen from a chain of misunderstandings, embarrassments, or dissembling.  
He’s not here to tell us and wouldn’t if he were.  

 
When he left Andy, Philip apparently rejoined the merchant marine, and his 

notorious telegram from the South Pacific may have been sent from a marine ship and 
not a pleasure yacht.  If so, and if the gang rape is true, then the crime and its effect 
are more horrendous than previously considered.  Philip disembarked in Vietnam and 
evidently visited towns and villages a week in advance of invading forces, which 
subsequently burnt them to the ground.  The same recurred in Cambodia and he 
eventually made his way down to Indonesia.  There, he entered one or more 
monasteries, as was not uncommon for young Westerners at the time.  And may have 
discovered, as so many, that the only Enlightenment to be had is that there is no 
Enlightenment. 

 
He reappeared in New York in 1969, phoned Andy, and desperately 

pleaded for a one-way ticket to his home in Fort Worth.  Andy hung up.  At length, 
Isabelle Eberstadt interceded, told Andy the matter was indeed serious, and, at her 
insistence, Andy came through with a ticket.  Philip flew home, put his affairs in 
order, presumably for an archive of his unique artifacts, and then destroyed himself. 

 
My triangular involvement with Andy and Philip is eerily reminiscent of 

the one with Andy and his lover Danny Williams, and together they frame my 
collaboration with Andy Warhol.  Danny Williams’ mother forever recalled her 
phoning the Factory when only Andy and I were there, and asking to speak with Andy 
concerning her son’s disappearance (recounted in the award-winning 2007 release, A 
WALK INTO THE SEA).  I answered the phone, told Andy who it was and Andy 
said he would not speak with her: that I was to claim he wasn’t there.  More than any 
other, this moment, swelling Andy’s consistent displays of inhumanity, forced me to 
conclude that I could no longer be part of his indefensible behavior. 

 
If you read the shooting script of SCREEN TEST I, and watch the movie, 

you realize that I did far more (necessary) improvising than reading straight from my 
blueprint script.  So this may be as good a place as any to emphasize that Andy 
considered there to be no qualitative difference between my improvising during a 
shoot and my typewriting several days or weeks before that.  Whatever I wrote, or 
finally said, was all “writing.”  In addition, an actor departing from what I’d written 
was nevertheless enacting what I’d written.  (According to the Screen Actors Guild, 
all changes in a script become the copyrighted material of the credited screenwriter.)   

 
 
 
 
 



I wish to repeat, and go on record as affirming, that no man had so decisive 
an impact on the course I would take as Philip Fagan did.  When he insisted that Andy 
Warhol make me his screenwriter, it would lead to my spending the next twenty-five 
years in film and theatre.  

 
But whatever his torments, Philip Norman Fagan joined the unfortunates 

before and after him in this saga who tested the limits of masters at controlling people 
and power with his own precious life. 

 











 
 

 
 


